girls-only week of feminist workshops, debates, self-care & sisterhood

valencia, 7-13 July 2019

#RADICALGIRLSSS CAMP

16-25 y.o. migrant, refugee, ethnic minority women

Apply: radicalgirlsss@migrantwomennetwork.org
GROUP FACILITATORS

#RADICALGIRLSSS

Hi ! We are Alyssa and Adriana, members of Radical Girlss in the European Network of Migrant Women (ENOMW) and we are looking forward to being with you at this retreat in Valencia!

Alyssa is 24 y o. French-Moroccan feminist, vice-president and spokesperson of Osez le Feminisme! (OLF) - a member-organisation of ENOMW in France. She studied Law, is involved in international NGOs against sexual exploitation, has experience of working with refugees and with girls, as animator in OLF programmes. She is passionate about art as form of resistance and writes plays about violence that girls and women face.

Adriana is 25 y o; she is Brazilian and Portuguese, living in Belgium and helping the Brussels office of ENOMW. She studied International Relationship, is experienced in working with undocumented women and girls, and is a fierce advocate for girls rights and the migrants and indigenous rights. She is passionate about literature, music and art as form of resistance.

GIRL-SCOUTS

Hi ! I’m Florence and I prepare our Guide group, with Diane and Mathilde (on the photo, from the left to the right : Florence – Diane – Mathilde). The 3 of us are studying in Brussels and we are leading a scout group of 11 girls, age of 16-17 yo. We are all very impatient to live this camp with you ;)

I am 22 years old and I am a scout animator since 5 years now, I really love that ! I also love music and travelling, wich made me aware to different causes like ecology or men-women equality. I think this camp will all allow us to enrich our knowledge and opinion about women rights. See you soon!

DRAFT PROGRAMME

SUMMARY: The 7-day programme is a combination of structured workshops, exercises, discussions, debates, physical and outdoor activities, and, of course, a lot of fun ! The girls will be supervised by a group of 5 facilitators all of whom are experienced in working with girls and young women.

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES: Morning physical exercises | Writing a Manifesto | Debate and Discussion | Cultural Visit to Valencia | Workshop at Por Ti Mujer | Video-Production | Variety of Group and Individual Exercises | Free Time in the Evening | Film | Budgeting, shopping, cooking, cleaning | Dancing and Acting

THEMES COVERED BY THE RETREAT: Girlhood & Womanhood | Patriarchy, racism, class discrimination | Migration, integration, assimilation | Solidarity across borders | Activism and Actionism | European Politics | Feminism & Universalism | Secularism | Female Migrant Domestic, Care and Farm Workers | Sexual and Reproductive Male Violence & Exploitation of Women

GOALS: Creating and nurturing safe space and solidarity for girls, in a mixed ethnic/cultural space. Elaborating the common grounds for sisterhood and feminist action. Executing a number of structured activities including a production of a mini-video with a message developed by the girls group

EXPECTATIONS: ALL girls participating in this retreat are expected to have a good degree of autonomous skills of self-reliance and self- and collective responsibility. This is neither a holiday or a baby-sitting camp. All the girls are expected to act in accordance with the rules they will collectively design at the start of the retreat. We also expect all participants from ENOMW to be substantively interested in continuing self-organising and advocating for the rights of girls in their local/national contexts.

DATES: 6 JULY - Arrival | 7-13 July -Camp Activities | 14 July - Departure
ACCOMMODATION
A BIG HOUSE FOR GIRLS

A large house, located approximately two hours away from the centre of Valencia, is a peaceful and secure location. It is equipped with bedrooms, showers, big kitchen, large dining area and a plenty of outdoor space for everyone to feel comfortable.

As it is a shared accommodation the girls will be taking care of self and each other. They will collectively taking care of the space, doing shopping and cooking, setting up and executing activities.

NOTE: RadicalGirlsss retreat is an alcohol/drugs-free space.

#RADICALGIRLSSS
APPLY BY 18 JUNE LATEST. Radical Girlsss will accept applications on first-come/first-serve basis

radicalgirlsss@migrantwomennetwork.org

NOTE: IN YOUR EMAIL MENTION WHICH MEMBER ORGANISATION OF ENOMW NOMINATED YOU!
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